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ABSTRACT

Article history:

The research on human computer interaction. Human already thinking to
overcome the way of interaction towards natural interaction. Kinect is one of
the tools that able to provide user with Natural User Interface (NUI). It has
capability to track hand gesture and interpret their action according to the
depth data stream. The human hand is tracked in point of cloud form and
synchronized simultaneously.The method is started by collecting the depth
image to be analyzed by random decision forest algorithm. The algorithm
will choose set of thresholds and features split, then provide the information
of body skeleton. In this project, hand gesture is divided into several actions
such as: waiving to right or left toward head position then it will interpret as
next or previous slide. The waiving is measured in degree value towards head
as center point. Moreover, pushing action will trigger to open new pop up
window of specific slide that contain more detailed information. The result of
implementations is quite fascinating, user can control the PowerPoint and
event able to design the presentation form in different ways. Furthermore, we
also present a new way of presentation by presenting WPF form that
connected to database for dynamic presentation tools.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Kinect is a camera that can provide user with depth stream image in real time using infrared and
RGB lens. In the beginning, Kinect is designed for gaming console XBOX. Kinect can provide natural
tracking control by combine with an algorithm for skeletal tracking. The Kinect device will make compute
obtain the coordinate of the players in 3D and the environment, design the task much easier. It also identifies
the users when they talk, detects the person identity, The it also able to track their activities and interpret
them to position that creators can use to figure new immersion. The wireless motion sensing has been
researched thoroughly for many years. Human tends to change the way of interaction as natural as they did in
their daily life. However, technology evolution in the gaming industry has enabled motion sensing input
devices to become a reality with the release of The Microsoft Kinect. Kinect become very popular recently,
they have been used in many different fields such as: industries, medical or education. Kinect is one of stereo
camera that provide depth image stream as tracking data. The key of Kinect is IR sensor that enables the
tracking and poses recognition in real time.
Furthermore, Human Computer interaction has changing from time to time even since computers
were invented. At the beginning, users only able to interact with computer using Command Line Interface
(CLI) through keyboard. However it is also not good enough, human still not satisfied and they are looking
for new interface which is trigger Graphical User Interface (GUI) born. GUI has been used more than
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decades, it used widely and many people like this interface. Recently, a new idea has growing, human want
to do interaction in natural ways that become beginning of Natural User Interface (NUI). Natural User
Interface covers: Gesture, Brain Computer Interface or Voice/speech recognition. In this paper we will focus
on gesture tracking as presentation control.

2.

RELATED WORKS
The idea of interacting with computers in natural ways has existed since the old time when computer
science needs some technology revolution. However, the idea stuck and remained as a dream for the past 40
years. Nowadays, these researches have triggered great process at universities, government and industries
research in vide recognition and graphics, natural language and soft computing. At some stage, the research
for NUI(Natural User Interface) have several approaches to starting with voice command, multitouch
interface and ending with more unconventional methods like Microsoft Skinput project [1], muscle-computer
interface [1] or brain computer interface using Electroencephalography (EEG) [2]. One of the first
applications of NUI is the touch and multi-touch interface. They provide a more intuitive interaction with
controls and applications than the standard cursor-based interaction. Instead of clicking on the graphical
representation of an application the user can simply touch it. The Microsoft Kinect, the new revolutionary
game controller for the Kinect was the real crucial moment for NUI, it is the first controller ever to enable to
translate body movement into real time game actions without a need to hold any device in hands. In the
beginning was only designed as part of xbox, however the device has been hacked few hours after its release,
the depth data has been released to public and open a new ooportunity for natural interface application in
some are asuch as military, medical, engineering, commercial and even education.
The multi-finger touch-interface give tangible sensation by putting the action through finger onto
screen, so instead of the moving the cursor to an item and choose to open, user can touch the graphical
representation directly in simply ways. Also, because of the ability to recognize more than one finger, the
user can pinch two fingers to zoom in or out, providing a more natural and more intuitive control [3].
Additionally, through predefined motions and gestures, the user can interact with the system by tapping or
dragging objects across the screen, or flicking the screen to scroll up or down. Furthermore, researcher has
give more focus on touch-less interface where the invention of RGB and infrared sensor capable of
recognizing the depth image and make computer to recognize the environment in three-dimensional space.
This ability has overcome the regular sensor and open new prospect of recognizing the human body, face and
even hand posture recognition. The body skeleton tracking will allow us to create an algorithm that can track
gesticulation of human body while face recognition will give real time mimic expression. Finally, the hand
recognition will enable the finger or hand posture recognition [3]. When the machine capable on recognizing
the body movement and gesturesof human in real time, it will drive to new way of human-computer
interaction called Touch-less Interface [4]. One of the first applications of Touch-less interface is moving the
cursor across the screen using the user's hand. Combining Skeletal Tracking with Hand Detection the user
can perform a click. First the user will take position in front of Kinect camera and raised the hands, then
moves the cursor on the screen with his hand movements.
On the other hand, researcher also aims to improve realistic facial expression of virtual human to
augment the interaction between human and virtual reality. Some numerous methods such as: fluid
simulation for sweat and tears effect. the oxygenation concentration under skin also become consideration to
adjust skin colour of avatar [12-16]. The interactivity between human and machine also can be performed
through brain computer interface that read and analyze brain signal in accordance to the emotional condition
of human. Subsequently, emotion state will be mapped to body action: walk, collision avoidance behavior
and facial expression [17-20]. The previous statement has deliberate that Kinect has affect some sector such
as medical, military or even engineering, they are producing an innovative ways of interaction for assisted
surgery using new interface [21-23].

3.

RESEARCH METHOD
This section will describe the methodology of the proposed project. The first stage is detecting the
optimum object then it continues with depth image data stream processing. The next step is doing pattern
classification with random decision forest. Afterward, the both hand will be tracked and synchronized
simultaneously. This position will be mapped into controlling the presentation, refer to Figure 1.
Materials:
a. Material for experiments covers: Kinect Camera for depth image sensor
b. Computer with high end Processor and Graphics for processing
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Methods:
a. Kinect Camera Positioning
b. Depth image data stream
c. Random Decision Forest Algorithm
d. Randomly choose a set of thresholds and features for splits.
e. Pick the threshold and feature that provide the largest information gain.
Repeat the process until a certain accuracy is reached or depth is obtained.The captured imaged data
stream will be processed and analyzed random decision forest algorithm to decide what kind of action that
human hand did during tracking process(refer to Equation 1).
(

)

∑

(

)
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Figure 1. Methodology of the Research

4.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result has two main goals:
1. The first goal is controlling Microsoft Power Point. In this goal, our technique is work perfectly on
navigating between slide and even stopping or play the PowerPoint just by waiving hand as human do
in their daily life.
2. The second one is provide the new user interface for presentation media. The new interface can be
treated as replacement of PowerPoint, because user can add and edit new information of their slide
content through database. User also has menu to change the number of slide that they will used for their
presentation.
The project has resulted two prototype, the first interface is only show the three main point tracked:
head, right and left hand as shown in Figure 2.
In order to control the Microsoft PowerPoint user hand should be tracked properly. Once the user is
in optimal distance in front of the camera, the Kinect can track the user's hands. When the user's hand move
45 degrees away from his head, the presentation will go to the next or previous slide depending on which
hands the user used. If used the right hand, the camera will detect it and red circle on the right hand will turn
green, it indicating the movement is confirmed and the presentation will go to the next slide, refer to
Figure 3.
IJECE Vol. 7, No. 3, June 2017 : 1308 – 1315
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When user moves his left hand, the camera will detects the hand movement and the red circle on the
hand will turn green and the presentation will go to the previous slide. (Figure 3B). WPF application is the
second features of the proposed project that give user more interactive ways to control the presentation
content. User can raise their hands, point at the camera with palms open, and interact with the system in
different ways. The application prototype. The kinect presentation control can display the hand icon that
move according to the user hand which is synchronized simultanoeusly.When user moves his hand, the
cursor on the screen (shaped like a hand) will move corresponding with the movement and location of the
user's hand, The hand is highlighted by red circle (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)).

Figure 2. Kinect presentation control with hand tracked

Figure 3. (a). Moving the right hand-go to the next slide, (b) previous slide

Figure 4. (a) Hand cursor that use for selection, (b) Selecting a thumbnail is indicated with cursor changes
colours
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If user move their hand until cursor hovers over a thumbnail, the cursor will change colours from
white to magenta gradually indicating the selection of the thumbnail (Figure 4B). If the user wants to open
the thumbnail, the user must make a small pushing motion with his hand; this action will locks the thumbnail
to confirm the selection. When the user pulls his hand back, releasing the thumbnail; the thumbnail will open
(Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 5. Pushing on the Thumbnail

Figure 6. Selected Slide Content from Thumbnail is
Displayed

The testing result is very interesting, users have more ways to interact with presentation, and they
can move their hand over the thumbnail and make fast selection toward the navigation control. They can also
control the Microsoft PowerPoint directly in efficient ways.

Figure 7. Performance Monitoring

The report of performance monitoring is measured through performance profiling tools for windows
presentation foundation (Figure 7). The first graph reporting the rate at which the application is rendering to
the screen (FPS), it is around 62 FPS and that more than normal fresh rate of monitor. The second
measurement is Dirty Rectangle Addition rate that indicates how many rectangular regions that WPF needs
to update each frame. The third performance indicator is SW IRTs Per Frame. It shows the number of
software intermediate render targets required to render one frame of the application. The fourth one is HW
IRTs Per Frame that Shows the number of hardware intermediate render targets required to render one frame
of the application. Finally, the last part is video memory usage, it Tracks large allocations of video memory
IJECE Vol. 7, No. 3, June 2017 : 1308 – 1315
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made directly by WPF (textures and render targets). According to the reading, the video memory usage still
low around 32.24MB. Overall, our proposed application is satisfying and can run perfectly even in lows spec
of computer

5.

CONCLUSION
Natural Interaction is where the future is headed, it's where science and fiction meet, what was once
only seen as special effect in movies and games has now become a reality. It's one of scientists, gamers,
developers, and average computer user's dream, to interact with computers and different technologies the
same way we interact with other humans, by interacting naturally, However, The Kinect is still the beginning.
By using The Kinect to give lectures and seminars, and using a more interactive system by utilizing the
different features of The Kinect, we can give the students and audience a more visual and interesting
experience in the meeting room, auditorium or even a class room. The Objective of this project has been
achieved by presenting new ways of controlling the presentation, instead of using mouse or other
presentation device, user only need to wave their hand and they can control everything in front of their eyes.
This will drive people to interact with computer in more natural and interactive method. Although the
technology almost looks ahead of its time, the device itself is still immature. For example, the device still
needs to be plugged to an electrical outlet and it needs the user to stand close to the camera. Additionally, the
camera is much bigger than a normal webcam so it won't fit in most laptop bags. In term of the prototype,
there are still a lot of rooms for improvement such as improvement to control other Microsoft Office such as
MS Word, Excel, etc. Hopefully in the future the device would be integrated in laptops so it's won't be a
separate device, that way we can eliminate the size and cable issues. Or it can be wireless so it can be
positioned in any part of the room. As for my software, I hope it can have more advanced ways of
interaction, for example, we can zoom in on images or text by spreading both hands and then draw them
together, and alternatively, we can spread our hands to zoom out. Another example is voice recognition, we
can add any number of commands and it will be activated by user's voice, for example, saying "next slide" or
"previous slide" will navigate through the slides of the presentation.
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